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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

 

A. Conclusion 

After analyzing all the data that has been collected and analyzed 

from the film Angels and Demons, based on the data analysis above, the 

writer draws conclusions from the results of the completed thesis: 

1. The final result in writing a thesis that discusses the types which 

portrayed of symbol. Writer managed to analyze 15 final data 

obtained from 1 film Angels and Demons. The data includes 15 

Illuminati symbol data. The data includes 15 Illuminati symbol data 

in 2 symbol types. Conventional symbols with a total of 21.5% 

contain common symbols that are already known to many people. 

Then Personal symbols with a total of 78.5% contain symbols that 

are rarely known to the public, such as from certain religions. 

2. In the study of his thesis, the writer mentions and describes the 

meanings contained in the Illuminati symbols displayed in Angels 

and Demons. Symbols have good or bad values hidden in the 

symbols considered for what they are used for. Symbols connect 

people with something else as the system is a form of culture in 

addition to the social system. A symbol is known as a good symbol 

because the symbol is made for a good purpose by means of 
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communication. Good values hidden in symbols explain good 

behavior and good things that happen in society and people in 

society know about symbols as symbols of good or good values 

hidden in symbols. While the bad value is represented as a bad 

symbol that explains some bad things, bad conditions, bad culture, 

or traditions that occur in society. People know about symbols as 

bad symbols because they have dark or bad meanings hidden behind 

them. Bad symbols are made for certain symbols and lead to bad or 

dark things from the Illuminati group, which is a secret society. 

B. Suggestion 

After this research is completed, the writer would like to give 

some suggestions to the readers, further writer and to the campus. It 

should take advantage of fun semiotics learning, such as learning 

through films or series. Moreover, the film Angels and Demons 

which aired in 2009 tells about the symbols of the Illuminati and 

many other symbols that can be found besides the Illuminati. The 

suggestions are as follows: 

1. For Readers 

a. The reader should study semantic science generally.  

b.  The reader should understand the semiotic elements. 

c. The reader should understand about symbol, they are 

conventional symbol and personal symbol. 
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2. For Further Writer 

a. Further writer should study about the methodology of 

research generally. 

b. Further writer should understand about qualitative and 

quantitative methodologies. 

c. Should read a lot of research result from other sources. 

3. For JIA STBA 

a. S1 and D3 English program study should inform the research 

result of student to lecturer. 

b. S1 and D3 English program study should give compulsory 

to lecturer to give information about the research to other 

student. 

c. S1 and D3 English program study should give task to the 

next student to open and to study the student research in the  

STBA JIA library. 

 


